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Green Giraffe – The renewable energy finance specialist
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We get deals done

Close to EUR 15 billion 
funding raised for renewable 
energy projects in 7 years

60+ professionals in 
4 countries

Involved in over 80 renewable 
energy projects with a 
capacity of more than 18 GW

Deep roots in renewable energy finance

• Launched in 2010 by experienced finance specialists with a 

strong and proven track record in renewable energy 

• 60+ professionals with offices in Hamburg (Germany), 

London (UK), Paris (France) and Utrecht (the Netherlands)

• Multi-disciplinary skill set including project & structured 
finance, contract management, M&A, and legal expertise

High quality, specialised advisory services

• Focus on projects where we can actually add value

• We can provide a holistic approach and are able to include 

sector-specific tasks in addition to traditional debt or 

equity advisory (such as contracting, strategic advisory 

and development services)

• Widening geographical reach with a burgeoning presence 

in the Americas and Africa in addition to Europe

• Priority given to getting the deal done!



Development & contracting

Debt & equity advisory

We will help you design and execute the most appropriate financing structure for

your project, or provide an independent valuation, taking into account project

characteristics and market conditions. We will ensure that contracts are bankable,

project economics work and the transaction is successfully brought to close. We

know most lenders & investors and their preferences

Modelling

We offer a full suite of world class modelling services: review of existing models,

implementation of sensitivities or design of new models from scratch

Strategic advisory

We provide benchmarking services, reviews of regulatory frameworks and analysis

of market developments. This includes terms and conditions on corporate and

contractual structures, debt and equity deals, participants and commercial terms

Development and contracting

We will help your project reach critical milestones (permit, tariff) and support you

during business plan development, contract structuring and negotiation

Green Giraffe – We provide a wide set of services and skills
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Specialised financial services to renewable energy projects and investors

Debt & equity advisory

Modelling

Strategic advisory



Green Giraffe – Consistently highly-ranked in league tables
2015 renewable energy – IJ Global 2016 renewable energy – Inspiratia

Company USD bn Deal count

1 Green Giraffe 5.5 5

2 EY 4.4 7

3 BNP Paribas 3.1 2

4 Macquarie 2.9 4

5 Santander 2.4 19

6 Barclays 2.4 1

7 Alderbrook 2.0 2

8 Chatham Financial 1.8 3

9 Fieldstone 1.3 4

10 PwC 1.3 3

IJ Global league tables 2015 (website)
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Company Deal count USD bn

1 KPMG 22 17.8

2 Green Giraffe 11 3.6

3 PWC 10 1.5

4 EY 8 -

5 JLL 7 -

6= Santander 6 4.9

6= Elgar Middleton 6 -

6= Augusta & Co 6 -

9 Crédit Suisse 5 16.1

10 JC Rathbone 4 2.3

Inspiratia Global league tables 2016 (website)
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1. Gemini – The project
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At the heart of the North Sea

2 zones allocated

• 85 km from Groningen coast, right by the German border

• Water depth between 29-36 meters

• Capacity: 600 MW

• Favourable wind conditions

No unusual technical choices

• Siemens 4 MW turbine selected early

• Monopile foundations

• Grid connection (AC) within project scope

• Redundancy: 2 interconnected OHVSs and 2 export cables

• Multiple vessels available in the period

Some challenges

• Very long (100 km) export cable

• Some piling restrictions

• … and the sheer scale of the project
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Two contracts

A straightforward contractual structure with two experienced parties

• Siemens supplies 150 turbines - the 4MW-130, an evolution of the highly successful 3.6 MW

• The Van Oord contract covers everything else, including installation of the turbines

• The grid connection (2 OHVSs and 2 cables) is the responsibility of the project and is included in the scope of Van Oord

OHVS

Onshore 
substation

Grid

Van Oord scopeSiemens scope
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Revenues from the SDE, a “contract for differences” mechanism

The project earns a net price of 168.9 EUR/MWh, with some
residual merchant risk

• The SDE is economically structured as a contract for 

difference, which “tops up” the market price up to the 

tender amount

• The SDE assumes a floor in the market price and is 

capped on a yearly basis to a value close to the expected 

average production

• The SDE is not indexed and is paid by the Dutch State 

over a 15 year period
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Revenues come under the SDE, a « contract for differences » mechanism (2)

The SDE has some very favourable features, but remains a complex instrument

• A key feature is a mechanism to cater for poor wind, or poor availability years (without over-subsidising). This is done by 

(1) multiplying the SDE amount by a fixed correction factor of 1.25, and (2) setting a cap on the subsidised full load hours 

• There is a fixed amount set by the government to cover balancing costs, but these (and selling on the market) remain the 

responsibility of the project. This is managed via a “route to market” with an offtaker, with a price index matching the SDE
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1. Gemini – The challenge
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What Gemini looked like 3 years ago...

600 MW is BIG

• This will be the largest project (by production if not by MW) when completed

• The amounts to be raised dwarf anything done before – both on the equity and the debt side

• Without any underwriting (or large tickets), the deal could have potentially required 25-30 banks!

No big balance sheet player behind the project

• A small (if experienced) developer

• No big names to convince investors, lenders (who are increasingly relationship-driven) and contractors

A difficult market context

• Offshore wind transactions were still relatively rare

• 2011/2012 were marked by severe tensions on bank funding and their willingness to do long term debt

• 2012/2013 saw the German offshore wind projects financed earlier by banks struggle with construction and grid delays

• The public debate about offshore wind has become increasingly toxic



1. Gemini – The challenge
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Some solid bases

A project with a favourable regulatory framework

• An explicit price regime, backed and funded by law, earned in a public auction

• A favourable (if complex) price regime with limited revenue volatility in a broad range of wind regimes

• Good cooperation with regulatory bodies

A strong development team

• Highly experienced technical and commercial team with a number of people who have done it before (Q7, Belwind, others)

• Early involvement of HVC and then Van Oord & Siemens provided local support and technical & regulatory expertise

A clear strategy

• Project to be developed with non recourse debt from the very beginning – Green Giraffe was hired in early 2011

• Fully coordinated approach to debt and equity

• Contractor selection included a requirement was included to support the financing and the PF discipline/transparency

• Realistic expectations as to what could be done (the financial model built in 2011 was used all the way to financial close)



1. Gemini – The equity
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A targeted approach

Focus on investors interested in a levered structure

• IPPs and similar as the core target group

• Contractors to form a small but critical part of the consortium

• Financial investors

Different tranches offered to different investors

• Subordinated debt (or “senior equity”) tranche proposed as part of the overall structure

• The option to have a separate structure for the grid asset (an “OFTO-like” structure) was investigated extensively

Equity and debt interlinked from the start

• Prospective investors were given a detailed picture from the start of the expected debt structure

• Single model, and equity process able to rely to a large extent on the debt due diligence package



1. Gemini – The equity
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A solid consortium (committed in August 2013)

A majority investor in charge – Northland Power (60%)

• Experienced IPP with long successful track record in North America

• Project finance “in their DNA”

• Dutch regulatory regime and project structure fully in line with corporate policy (regular dividend distributions)

• As a quoted company, the market reaction to the investment was immediately visible – and favourable

• Active participation to the contractual negotiations from the moment of their involvement in the project

Strong support from the contractors

• Siemens (20%) and Van Oord (10%) both providing equity support to the project

• These investments reinforce their contractual commitments under the construction contracts

• Both bring a wealth of sector-specific experience, and a long track record of successfully completed projects

A mezzanine lender – PKA

• A tranche of subordinated debt was also successfully raised, following a competitive process

• Northland Power is also providing a portion (40%, i.e. EUR 80 M) of the mezzanine tranche

• Fully subordinated instrument – behaves as equity from the perspective of the senior lenders



1. Gemini – The debt
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An approach focused on existing market precedents

A traditional debt structure

• Re-using to a wide extent concepts (and sometimes detailed wording) from previous offshore wind transactions

• Standard debt sizing criteria at the time (70:30 leverage, 1.30 DSCR with P90 energy yield)

• Full security package, including direct agreements, step in rights and extensive information covenants

Early involvement of the multilaterals

• As they can provide larger tickets, the nationality of suppliers and sub-contractors was a specific focus from the start

• The specificities of their internal processes were taken into account from the start

• EIB due diligence started very early to ensure preliminary “buy-in” of the transaction

• ECAs and EIB kept informed throughout debt process

The homework was done

• Extensive due diligence process started long before banks were approached – in order to pre-empt issues

• Transaction was “socialised” to the banking market in a preliminary round used to test the main structural features

• Financial model, IM and full suite of DD reports up to the highest PF standards at time of bank launch



1. Gemini – The debt
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A word on timing

Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May

Equity group announced

Sponsor group approves TS

Meeting with commercial banks

RfP sent to banks

Commitments provided

Bank selection

Mandate letter signed (10 banks)

Final TS approved

Formal credit approval

Financial close

6 months



1. Gemini – The debt
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A word on timing

What made the timelines possible

• No major open issues when RfP issued – the result of 2 years of preparatory works

• A fair package (including advanced draft contracts and correspondingly well progressed due diligence) presented to the 

banks from the start, which could be accepted “as is” (or with minor comments) by enough banks

• Full focus of the sponsor group on the transaction, to ensure their rapid reaction to other transaction parties at all times

• Pragmatic decision making by sponsors to ensure that reasonable banks requirements were incorporated

• … a bit of luck as there were no competing transactions in the market (but luck favours the prepared)

Despite such speed (and the size of the financing), the sponsors were able to obtain favourable terms

• Pre-completion revenues taken into account in the base budget (and only partly guaranteed by the sponsors)

• Reasonable contingency budget, reflecting the strong contractual structure and risk mitigation (redundancy, time buffers)

• Favourable pricing (made all the more attractive thanks to current very low interest rate environment) with all-in rate @4.75%



1. Gemini – The debt
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Final sources (EUR M)

Amount Risk Funding*

Term Loans 1,973

German content facility 350 95% guarantee by EH Commercial banks

EIB facility A 200 EIB EIB

EIB facility B 180 Ducroire/Delcredere EIB

EIB facility C 207 EKF EIB

Danish content facility 193 EKF 3 Commercial banks

Commercial facility 843 Commercial banks Commercial bank

Equity 846

Precompletion revenues 204 Partial sponsor guarantee Project generated

Equity 442 Injected upfront Sponsors

Subordinated loan 200 Injected upfront PKA (60%)/NPI (40%)

Total base budget 2,819

Standby budget 180

Pro rata standby equity 54

Standby facility 126

Total sources (incl. contingency) 2,999

* Includes standby loan



1. Gemini – The debt
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Final sources (EUR M)

Lenders Risk Funding*

Mandated lead arrangers group A 647 941

ABN-AMRO (account bank; LC issuing bank) EDC

BNPP (documentation bank) Natixis (market bank)

BTMU (technical & modelling bank) SMBC (facility & security agent; EH agent)

Deutsche bank (syndication bank)

Mandated lead arrangers group B 164 228

BMO

CIBC

Mandated arrangers 176 343

BNG Caixa

Santander (insurance bank)

PFIs 1,112 587

EIB 200 587

EKF 400

EH 332

Delcredere/ducroire 180

Total 2,099 2,099

* Includes standby loan



1. Gemini – Some lessons
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The main one: it can be done!

There is money for offshore – if you do it right

• Banks are keen to lend to the sector

• They are willing to take construction risk

• They know what they are doing and expect you to have the same high standards for your project

You cannot do project finance if you don’t intend to do project finance

• Develop the project with PF in mind from the start

• You cannot hide anything from project financiers, so don’t try to. Full transparency is the only way

Underwriting is back

• The most notable feature of the transaction is the size of the risk commitments of the commercial lenders

• A multitude of banks offered risk commitments substantially in excess of EUR 100 M, which was unprecedented in the sector

• This allowed to raise a billion euros in commercial debts with a manageable bank group



1. Gemini – Some lessons
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The main one: it can be done!

… honestly, despite a gruelling process, there’s not a lot that went wrong at any point in time

Process is everything

• On a deal of this scale the volume of documents – and the number of approvals required – is staggering

• 16 creditors, 4 sponsors, a mezz lender, 2 contractors, several ECA-related sub-contractors, 4 major law firms (& more) 

• Thousands of questions during the bank invitation phase, thousands of comments during the documentation phase

• Multiple – and substantial - work streams to be managed in parallel

• Full cooperation with key banks (documentation, technical, agent, hedging coordinator) was critical – and they delivered

• Keeping the ECAs and EIB fully in the loop at all times is essential

• The hedging work stream can easily take a life of its own and needs to be monitored carefully

• Full transparency with everybody on everything and at all times is essential

• Nothing stays hidden in such a transaction

• People need to see the efforts that other parties have already accepted to make 
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2. Gemini – The refinancing 
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Gemini financing highlights

An attractive project

• Attractive SDE support mechanism and long term O&M

contract with strong counterparty (Siemens)

• Strong and committed sponsors

Largest offshore financing, closed in 2014

• Involvement of multilaterals made the documentation

complex but was required given the size of the project

• Swaps covering full loan legal maturity (~14y post COD)

• Refinancing was anticipated - mini perm cash sweep

kicks in 5 years after completion

Overall attractive term loan pricing at the time of FC

• Margins on the commercial tranche were relatively high 

(c. 3.0%) compared to today’s pricing environment

• EH premium was fully paid at FC & artificially reduces 

margins payable now
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A smooth construction process

Completion is ahead of schedule…

• In October 2016, all turbines were taken over, 8 months 

before planned COD

• The SDE start date was brought forward to generate 

more pre-completion revenues (waiver request)

• Completion was early by 2 months (April vs. June 17)

… and on budget

• Neither standby equity nor standby loan were used

• Base contingency not fully used resulting in some term 

loan true up at completion

Performance during construction was also good

• High pre-completion revenues (PCRs) due to earlier 

commissioning and earlier SDE start date 

• Approximately 25% excess net PCRs despite a bad wind 

year & low market prices
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Why refinance?

Green Giraffe was appointed in March 2016 to assess Gemini’s refinancing options in light of current favorable debt & capital
market conditions

Refinancing was anticipated at the time of FC already, given the soft mini perm that was included in the structure

• Full cash sweep starts in year 5 post completion 

• Negative impact on sponsor base case

Sponsor key objectives were

• Remove mini perm cash sweep

• Reduce margins in line with current favourable market 

Appetite and liquidity are strong in the current market and various options have been contemplated

• Restructuring

• Loan/bond/hybrid full refinancing
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Several alternatives have been investigated

Sponsors key transaction objectives were to

• Remove mini perm cash sweep triggering in year 5 post completion date

• Reduce margins to level in line with current offshore wind market conditions

Several options were available to the project

Three main considerations were driving the decision process

• Assessment of economics

• Assessment of execution risk

• Assessment of P&L impact

Restructuring (waiver) 
versus

full refinancing

Existing lenders
Amendment of existing 

documentation

New lenders
Existing debt repayment & 

new debt raising

Loan markets

Rated bond markets

Restructuring

Refinancing

2 2a

1

2b

Hybrid loan/bond markets2c

Sponsors decided to favour the existing lender group and move forward with a restructuring
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Key amendments to the financing Short timelines

Removal of the mini perm cash sweep

• The main objective of the restructuring was to remove

the mini perm cash sweep structure kicking in 5 years

after completion and thus preventing any distribution to

the shareholders

Reduction of the term loan margins

• Another main feature of the restructuring is the

significant margin reduction on all tranches to reflect

current market conditions in the European markets

Other minor changes to the financing structure

The restructuring process has been relatively quick thanks
to an extensive preparation, incl. extensive market sounding

2017

Jan Feb Mar Apr

Final board recommendation

Package preparation

Launch of package

Q&A process

Signing & project completion

Final recommendation
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